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A2 SYLLABUS
Explaining a routine and having a conversation in the past, present and future; practising three tenses: present continuous,
past and future; practising the case suffixes: locative (-Da), ablative (-Dan), dative (-A), accusative (-I, -U).
Talking about past events using the past tense –mIş.
Practising two past tenses (-mIş and –DI) and using the structures –DIktAn sonra, -mAdAn önce.
Having a dialogue with a doctor; explaining complaints and symptoms; learning the imperative form.
Talking about what you usually do; talking about habits and learning how to make requests using the simple present tense
with appropriate adverbs; conjunctions: çünkü, bu sebeple, bu nedenle.
Explaining your own preferences using the words bence and bana göre; learning the structure of hem…hem (as well as),
ne…ne (neither…nor), ya…ya (either…or) and ister…ister (either…or).
Talking about future plans using verbal nouns; learning –mAk, -mA, -Iş suffixes and using these with case suffixes.
Learning vocabulary about vegetables, fruits, dairy products, cereals, meat products and legumes; using verbal adverbs –Ip, Up, -mAdAn.
Learning vocabulary about summer and winter clothes; using verbal adverbs –mAyIp, -(y)ArAk.
Shopping for food and clothes; using appropriate phrases and asking questions; describing people or objects using gibi and
kadar.
Talking about your ability using the –Abilmek suffix and learning different functions of this suffix such as possibilities, abilities,
requests and asking for permission.
Talking about talents; making dialogues using positive and negative forms of the –Abilmek suffix.
Learning vocabulary about electronic devices and appliances and explaining why we use them using the –mAk için structure.
Talking about holidays; understanding an advert about a holiday resort; explaining what kind of holidays you prefer; asking
questions to hotel staff.
Revision.
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